SOCIETY FOR THE HUMANITIES ANNUAL CONFERENCE

CORRUPTION

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27 - SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2017

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27

4:30 p.m. Keynote Lecture  Guerlac Room, A.D. White House

Kamari Clarke, Professor of Global & International Studies, Law & Legal Studies, and Anthropology, Carleton University

Corruptions of Justice or Celebrity Neo-Justice? The #BringBackOurGirlsCampaign and the Affective Turn to Hashtag Activism

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28

9:45 – 11:15 a.m.

Ayelet Ben-Yishai, Society Fellow; English, University of Haifa
The Politics of Purity: BDS, Complicity, and Corruption

Rachel Weil, Faculty Fellow; History, Cornell University
What Was Corrupt About the Early Modern Prison?

11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Elyse Graham, Society Fellow; Digital Humanities, SUNY Stony Brook
Speak Flash, Memory

Courtney Roby, Faculty Fellow; Classics, Cornell University
Syntax to Mod: Distributing Ancient Science

2:30 – 5:00 p.m.

Amy Sara Carroll, Society Fellow; Electronic Disturbance Theater 2.0
The Man in the High Castle is Burning: Corrupting Corruption, or, There and Back Again

Ricardo Dominguez, Society Fellow; Electronic Disturbance Theater 2.0

Laura Pérez León, Society Fellow; MENTEINVESTIGACION, Mexico City
Institutional Corruption, a Visual Property

Conerly Casey, Society Fellow; Anthropology, Rochester Institute of Technology
Sensing Corruption: Politics and the Senses in Northern Nigeria

This year’s day-long workshop inverts the conventional conference format. Instead of coming with polished papers, participants will provide short, thesis-driven presentations (10-15 minutes) to generate discussion around significant questions, examples, problems (30 minutes). Consciously designed as a discussion-driven seminar format, the workshop will take place in A.D. White House room 110.

free and open to all / refreshments provided